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ces is one of the most used tools in the industry to evaluate crew knowledge; it was developed in 1995 and came with its first online solution in 2010. since then the system has recorded several million test results and are currently installed with more than 350 companies worldwide. it consists of a
question database with over 6500 multiple choice questions, specific to the knowledge areas defined in stcw. ces will assist you in the screening and recruitment process and to measure the knowledge level of existing officers and crew. it can also be used as an integral part of a promotional

strategy. from 120 hours to a lifetime, depending on the individual seafarers requirements. because language learning is an ongoing process, we usually advise companies to initiate an eighteen month training period, during which time the onus lies with the seafarer to implement his own study. this
may be an unsatisfactory answer for companies who only employ seafarers for single contracts. equally, it might seem unsatisfactory in terms of cost for companies with permanent staff on the books. unfortunately, there are no quick fix solutions to language learning, however, we can help your

company set up an english language training programme which allows seafarers access to appropriate material at sea and effective support on shore. ces is one of the most used tools in the industry to evaluate crew knowledge; it was developed in 1995 and came with its first online solution in 2010.
since then the system has recorded several million test results and are currently installed with more than 350 companies worldwide. it consists of a question database with over 6500 multiple choice questions, specific to the knowledge areas defined in stcw. ces will assist you in the screening and

recruitment process and to measure the knowledge level of existing officers and crew.
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each competency module is accessible individually for review of result, the questions and answers, the supporting material/lectures/interactive material/animations as well as the rationale for choosing the questions asked. section one “on board” tests: these tests allow the test taker to test their
competence in 4 areas of practical skills, functional skills and competencies. the overall sets plus “on board” tests score is based on the score obtained in each of the 4 areas, this will account for about 35% of the overall sets plus “on board” test score. section two “quiz” section: this section consists

of 37 small individual quizzes. each quiz is a series of questions/answer pairs, the answers for each pair are determined by the right or left side of the screen. the maximum number of questions in each quiz is 20. section three “on board (question paper only)” section: this section has 50 questions
with the answers being presented only on the right hand side of the screen. the maximum number of questions is 20. ces software allows you to easily evaluate crew knowledge with a comprehensive content based approach, which is the essence of an effective knowledge based system. it also

allows you to tailor your training to meet your requirements. we can help you train your new recruits in the shortest possible time and with the lowest possible cost to the company. ocean technologies group has a history of providing robust online assessments across seafarer competence, english
language skills, ability profiling and personality testing which has proved invaluable in ensuring that our customers can continue to assess candidates for important positions, giving them an advantage over competitors struggling with deferments and delays. 5ec8ef588b
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